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Abstract A reduced gain of smooth pursuit eye velocity has frequently been reported in schizophrenic patients. With respect to predictable stimuli, this could be due to a deficit in predicting the target path. To determine this contribution to smooth pursuit eye movement performance, we analyzed the ocular smooth pursuit response to a sinusoidally moving target that was suddenly stopped after some cycles of regular movement. Horizontal eye movements were recorded with infrared reflection oculography in a group of 17 schizophrenic in-patients and 16 age-matched healthy subjects for controls. The patients exhibited a reduced gain of smooth pursuit velocity, but phase lag was not different from the control group. After the unpredictable stop of target movement, predictive sinusoidal smooth pursuit was maintained for 150 to 200 ms in both groups. The resulting maximal position and velocity error was larger in the patient group. In conclusion, schizophrenic patients were able to generate a normal anticipatory component of smooth pursuit and to switch it off in response to external demands. They showed, however, an increased velocity of anticipatory pursuit, which might be used to compensate for the primary deficit of smooth pursuit velocity frequently found in schizophrenics. Key words Smooth pursuit ´ Schizophrenia ´ Prediction ´ Monitor theory ´ Human



Introduction Eighty-eight years after their first description (Diefendorf and Dodge 1908), global smooth pursuit eye movement (SPEM) deficits in schizophrenic patients have been out-
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lined in numerous reports (for review, see Levy et al. 1993). Nevertheless, there is an ongoing debate about the nature and the diagnostic value of this deficit. Apart from the hope that an identification and precise physiological description of the deficit might help to unveil brain structures involved, considerable impetus for research in this field comes from the use of SPEM impairment as a biological trait marker for genetic liability to schizophrenia in the context of vulnerability theories. Since liability to schizophrenia rather than overt manifestation of the disease is believed to be inherited, possible gene carriers who are not or not yet affected by the disease have to be identified for linkage studies. For this purpose phenotypic markers are needed, one of which could be SPEM impairment (Clementz et al. 1992; Levy et al. 1993; Arolt et al. 1996). The ability of the SPEM system to approach and maintain target velocity with continuing stimulation by a moving target is denoted as pursuit maintenance and is measured as gain (quotient of eye and target velocity), which was reported to be abnormally low in schizophrenic patients, particularly with higher stimulus velocities (Levin 1988; Moser et al. 1990; Clementz and McDowell 1994; Schoepf et al. 1995). Three physiological components are important for maintaining SPEM: first, target velocity on the retina (called ªretinal slip velocityº); second, after SPEM initiation, an internal feedback about current eye velocity (efference copy) is added, thus creating a continuous internal representation of target motion in space (Robinson et al. 1986). Third, if the target repeats a certain pattern regularly, anticipation of the target path enables the pursuit system to further improve gain by predicting the eye movements necessary for tracking. The presence of prediction can be inferred from the absence of a phase lag between the eye and the stimulus movement or by the amount of gain improvement in comparison with a nonpredictive task. It is assumed that a predictive and a nonpredictive visually guided component add up to a resulting SPEM output, which depends on the amplitude of these components and their phase relation (van den Berg 1988).
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Most studies with schizophrenic patients have been performed with predictive stimuli oscillating horizontally with either constant or sinusoidally modulated velocity. Usually, the gain in a predictive task is lower in schizophrenic patients than in a normal population (reviews: Clementz and Sweeney 1990; Abel et al. 1992; Levy et al. 1993). An interesting result was reported by Levin et al. (1988), who found an increased latency of direction reversal during pursuit of a triangular waveform stimulus in their schizophrenic population. This was interpreted as a deficit in prediction. On the other hand, the gain improvement of schizophrenic patients in a predictive versus a nonpredictive task even exceeded the respective gain improvement in normal controls. Studying prediction in the pursuit system of schizophrenic patients seems to be particularly important, since it constitutes the internally generated (rather than externally triggered) component of SPEM, and it is a dysfunction of internally generated actions that is believed to be crucial for the interpretation of schizophrenic psychopathology (Liddle 1995). In this respect, Frith and Done (1988) have interpreted the positive symptoms of schizophrenia in their monitor theory. This theory claims that in the human brain a hypothetical monitor registers self-intended and stimulus-evoked acts and thoughts. With a defective monitor, internally generated acts and thoughts will appear to arise from outside, thus giving rise to the phenomena of delusion and thought insertion. Experimental evidence for these ideas is provided by an impaired error correction by schizophrenic patients if the detection of an erroneous response to a stimulus cannot be achieved by external feedback but only by an internally generated copy of the response-related efferent signal



(Malenka et al. 1982). Their impaired performance in such a task is explained by defective storage of this copy by the monitor. A complementary challenge for the integrity of the monitor can be constructed by presenting a regular predictable stimulus and then disturbing the regular pattern. In the regular part of the stimulus, an internal representation of target velocity is formed by adding up retinal slip velocity and an internal feedback (efference copy) about eye velocity, according to current models of the SPEM system (Robinson et al. 1986; van den Berg 1988). This internal feedback loop further includes a ªlead elementº for predictive information (anticipation) about the impending target path which at least in part guides eye movements by predicting the required motor commands (Fig. 1). If the target deviates from the expected path in the nonpredictive part of the stimulus, these internally generated commands give rise to an error (retinal slip velocity) is detected by visual feedback. This must lead to a stop of predictive influences on SPEM output that can only be achieved if prediction is monitored properly via the internal feedback loop, analogous to the monitor proposed by Frith and Done (1988). For our experiment we adapted a stimulus used by van den Berg (1988) in normal subjects and applied it to schizophrenic patients. In the regular sinusoidal interval of the stimulus, measures for predictive performance (SPEM gain and phase) can be established. The nonpredictive part consists of an unexpected stop of the target. After the stop, any movement continuing beyond the delays that are commonly conceded as reaction times can be attributed to target path prediction. These continuing movements were quantified by maximal errors in eye position and eye velocity and by the latency when eye velocity starts to decline in order to match the new target velocity (v=0). With a defective monitor (internal feedback loop) these errors and the latency should be elevated in schizophrenics.



Materials and methods Subjects



Fig. 1 Scheme of internally generated (predictive) and externally triggered (visually guided) component of smooth pursuit (SP) eye velocity by a hypothetical monitor. The elements of the flow chart are taken from Frith and Done (1988). Their hypothetical function has been adapted to the context of SP eye movement (SPEM), with the assumption of a visual feedback loop and an internal loop, according to current models of the SPEM system, such as that proposed by van den Berg (1988). The anatomical substrates of the elements in Frith and Dones model and in our proposed SPEM model do not necessarily have to be identical



For our study, a normal control group (N; n=16) and a group of schizophrenic patients (S; n=17) were recruited. Informed consent was obtained from all participants of the study, according to the declaration of Helsinki. Diagnosis of schizophrenia was based on DSMIII-R as well as on ICD-10 by an experienced examiner who also applied the rating instruments reported in Table 1. Eight patients were diagnosed to suffer from paranoid, 7 from undifferentiated and 2 from residual schizophrenia. Fourteen patients were on neuroleptic treatment, 2 were on additional anticholinergic medication. No patient received anxiolytic drugs. Since eye velocities after the unpredictable stop were likely to depend on the eye velocity before this stop, a subgroup ªschizophrenic group with high gainº (SHG) was selected from S that was appropriate for comparison with N with respect to smooth pursuit gain. In SHG (n=9), the mean gain ranged between 0.945 and 1.056, which corresponded to the range measured in N. Thus, N and SHG exhibited identical overall predictive pursuit performance. The rationale for the selection of this subgroup is pointed out in greater detail in the Discussion.



318 Demographic data of the groups are given in Table 2. Group N did not differ significantly in age or distribution of gender from groups S or SHG (t-test, c2-test). Recording of eye movements Horizontal eye movements were recorded using infrared reflection oculography (Eye-Tracker; Amtech), which measures the position of the center of the subjects pupil with a linear output up to 20 deflection from primary position (Katz et al. 1987). Positive eye-position signals corresponded to deflection to the right. The eye-position signal was digitized at a frequency of 200 Hz and stored on hard disk for off-line analysis. Measurements were performed in a dark and quiet room with the subjects head fixed by a head holder and a chin rest at a distance of 116 cm from a tangent white screen on which the target was marked by a laser spot of 0.5 diameter. The stimulus was presented once to every subject to exclude any anticipation of the unexpected event. Stimulus The target was visible during the whole trial and performed horizontal sinusoidal oscillations with an amplitude of �14.1 and a frequency of 0.30 Hz (corresponding to a period of 3.3 s for one cycle). After 4.25 cycles (predictable part), the target stopped at its extreme Table 1 Psychopathology data (median and range) of patients [S schizophrenic patients, SHG schizophrenic patients with normal gain, SANS scale for the assessment of negative symptoms (Andreasen 1983), SAPS scale for the assessment of positive symptoms (Andreasen 1984), BPRS brief psychiatric rating scale (Overall and Gorham 1962), AIMS abnormal involuntary movement scale (National Institute of Mental Health 1975), ESE extrapyramidal side effects (Simpson and Angus 1970)] Scale



SANS SAPS BPRS AIMS ESE



S



position for half a cycle (perturbation of predictable pattern) and then continued with the sinusoidal movement. Hence, the unexpected target stop occurred at zero velocity when the target velocity changed direction. Maximum velocity of the stimulus was 26.2/s, maximum acceleration was 4.87/s2. Target position and velocity as a function of time are shown in Fig. 2. Analysis of data The eye position recordings were analyzed if at least for one eye the segment following the unpredictable target stop was free of artifacts. Calibration of the device was performed with saccades of known amplitude. Saccades interrupting pursuit were identified using the commercially available program EYEMAP (version 2.0, Amtech). The program uses a velocity criterion (change of velocity by more than 40/s in 5 ms) and checks additional criteria (amplitude of an assumed saccade more than 0.2, saccade peak velocity less than 1000/s). The identified saccades were checked interactively by visual inspection. In the unsmoothed eye position traces, maximal position error in the unpredictable segment was determined. Then data were smoothed with a sliding average procedure with Gaussian weight function (full width of half-maximum 20 ms) and differentiated. Velocity gain was determined in time windows of 1400 ms centered at the maxima of the target velocity by dividing the mean eye velocity by the mean target velocity in these intervals. Eye and stimFig. 2 Stimulus position and velocity. Positive ordinates correspond to rightward deflection of the target and to target movement to the right, respectively
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Median



Range



Median



Range



33 8.5 31.5 0 0



24±40.75 0.5±22 28±41 0±0 0±14



35 9 28 0 0



29±48.5 1±25.5 25±45 0±0 0±14



Table 2 Demographic data of groups examined (N normal controls, S schizophrenic patients, SHG schizophrenic patients with normal gain)



Subjects (n) Age (years) Sex Duration of illness Neuroleptic medication in milligrams chlorpromazine equivalent Medication state not reported Patients on atypical neuroleptic medication (Clozapine, Zotepine, Risperidone) Patients without any treatment Patients on additional antiparkinsonian medication (Biperiden)



Mean�SD Range M F Median Range Median Range



N 16



S 17



SHG 9



28.1�4.7 20±39 12 4



32.5�10.0 19±64 11 6 7.45 0.25±27 163 0±770 1 6



27.7�7.7 19±47 6 3 6.5 3±27 200 0±660 0 2



4 2



3 0



319 ulus velocities during saccades were excluded from this calculation, as well as eye velocity data within the 1st half-cycle of sinusoidal smooth pursuit. Using a least-square algorithm, a sine function was fitted to the eye velocity data in the 4 predictable cycles to determine the phase relation between eye velocity and target velocity. Phase data will be given in degrees, 360 corresponding to 1 cycle and a positive phase indicating a phase lag. Again, eye velocities and target velocities during saccades were ignored in the fit process. In the nonpredictable segment, the velocity maximum was characterized by its velocity and its latency with respect to the sudden stop of target motion. Further, the latency of the change of SPEM direction was determined. Eye velocities were averaged data point by data point across each group in a time window of Ÿ100 ms to 900 ms with respect to the unexpected target arrest and compared between the two groups of subjects as well as with the expected stimulus velocity. Data from saccades were excluded from the averaging. In order to assess the influence of oscillations of the velocity trace, Fourier analysis was performed within a time window of 640 ms after the target stop, and the spectrum was compared between the groups. Further, a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 3.9 Hz was applied. The filter had a length of 397 data points. The attenuation beyond the transition region (2.9±4.8 Hz) was at least 44 dB, the maximal attenuation below 2.9 Hz was 0.054 dB. For the filtering process, eye velocity during saccadic intrusions was interpolated linearly from the velocity immediately prior to and after the saccade.



Fig. 3 Scatter of mean smooth pursuit gain in normal controls (N) and schizophrenic patients (S)



Statistical analysis For normally distributed variables, Students t-test was applied and Wilcoxons U-test otherwise. For the analysis of phase data and the comparison of mean eye velocities with expected stimulus velocities, a single-sample t-test and Wilcoxons matched-pairs test were used, respectively. A level of 0.05 was chosen as cutoff for significance; if (as for velocity variables) both S and SHG were compared with N, Bonferroni correction was applied.



Results Predictable stimulus part The range of the mean SPEM gain in groups N and S overlapped considerably (Fig. 3). However, eight patients exhibited a gain below the range of normal controls. Accordingly, mean gain was significantly reduced in S as compared with N (means 0.987� 0.033 vs 0.923�0.097; P=0.02, t-test). This was associated with a significant increase in the cumulative amplitude of saccades interrupting pursuit (mostly catch-up saccades) in S (6.3�2.2 vs 10.6�5.8 during 1 cycle of target movement; P=0.01, ttest). In both N and S there was no significant phase shift with respect to the stimulus (N: Ÿ0.1�1.7, P=0.81; S: Ÿ0.36�2.4, P=0.43, P for single-sample t-test). In order to exclude a phase shift immediately prior to the unpredictable target stop, we determined the latency when eye velocity crossed zero with respect to the time when the target stopped. This latency did not significantly differ from zero (N: 12�38 ms, P=0.24; S: 7�38 ms, P=0.49, single-sample t-test), so there was no phase shift at that moment in either group.



Fig. 4 Eye position trace of a normal subject in response to the unpredictable target stop. Latency is given with respect to the unpredictable target stop. The arising position error is corrected by two back-up saccades (BUS). The position error (PE) reaches a maximum prior to the first back-up saccade



In summary, in the predictable part of our stimulus, the schizophrenic patients showed a deficit in SPEM gain without any apparent deficit in prediction. Nonpredictable stimulus part After the target stopped in its left extreme position, both normals and schizophrenic patients continued to move rightward, thus pursuing the expected target movement. The resulting deviation of eye position from target position was corrected by 2±3 back-up saccades and usually reached its maximum just before the first back-up saccade (an example for an eye position trace is plotted in Fig. 4; the eye velocity for the same subject is plotted in Fig. 5). This maximal position error after the target stop was significantly larger in S than in N (1.83�0.48 vs 1.52�0.27; P=0.02, t-test). The latency of the first back-up saccade after the target stop was not different between the groups [307�111 ms (N) and 329�117 ms (S)]. Therefore, there was a larger position error in the schizophrenic group that
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Fig. 5 Eye velocity trace of a normal subject in response to the unpredictable target stop. Latency is given with respect to the unpredictable target stop. Note the onset of oscillations with termination of pursuit



Fig. 6 Mean unfiltered pursuit eye velocity in groups N and schizophrenic patients with normal gain (SHG) after the sudden stop of target motion (at 0 ms). The significant difference 145±190 ms after target stop is indicated by the inserted curve



was not due to a delay in saccadic reaction, but to an alteration of SPEM before the first back-up saccade. After the target stop, which occurred when target velocity was expected to increase above zero, eye velocity increased, reached a maximum, and then dropped to zero. The latency of this maximal eye velocity did not differ significantly between the groups [211�62 ms (N), 238�100 ms (S)]. But although schizophrenic patients (S) had reduced eye velocities in the predictive part (as indicated by the reduced gain), their maximal eye velocity after the target stop (denoted as ªvelocity errorº) was significantly larger than in the normal control group (11.52�3.04/s vs 8.91�2.08; P 
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